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ABSTRACT
Today’s case of coronavirus pandemic forces the teaching and learning process to be conducted online. The students’ perceptions of ultimate English classroom interaction especially on how teacher uses their talk are considered a crucial issue to be investigated. Many students feel reluctant to be active during online learning due to the limited opportunities offered in the online learning activity. This paper is aimed to analyze students’ perceptions of teacher talk through online learning during the covid-19 pandemic. The data were collected from an interview with three students. Questionnaires were also distributed to 36 students concerning supporting the students’ perceptions about teacher talk. A qualitative design was used to give an in-depth analysis. The results indicate that students mostly agree that teacher uses balanced portion in praising, motivating, clarifying their idea during a learning activity. Related to how the class is conducted through online learning, students dominantly perceived that the learning is not significant enough due to the issue of accessibility that becomes the major factor influencing the success of classroom interaction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the current situation that the world faces nowadays, the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic has brought many adjustments in every aspect of life, including the education sector. The teaching and learning process starts to fit in with this situation. World Health Organization in 2019 suggests that for each country, social distancing and physical distancing have built decisions to enforce (as cited in Rasmitadila et al., 2020). The situation results in the change in teaching and learning regulations in some countries. The government comes up with a new policy that requires the education system to be conducted online. It involves the use of some communication platforms, such as Zoom and Google Classroom. The implementation of online learning has brought new challenges to classroom interaction to distinctive learning results.

The adjustment of the current situation impacts the result of an interaction between teachers and students. The success of language learning is determined by how the classroom interaction runs. In the English Foreign Language (EFL) classroom, teachers play an essential role in engaging with students since they have a significant portion of the class time used to provide guidance, clarify activities, and check students’ comprehension of the target language (Sinclair & Brazil as cited in Yanfen & Yuqin, 2010). In running a successful classroom interaction, teacher talk is an essential weapon of classroom interaction does hold a significant role in leading active and interactive classroom activity. Through the chance of conducting the learning activity online, the challenges that teachers face may occur.

The teacher has a crucial role in managing the classroom setting. Based on Goffman (1976), a language classroom has its own main rules that provide the teacher with some authority to choose who speaks, determine on what topic, and decide for how long speaking. Teachers have an enormous power to rule. Practical teacher talk creates a balanced surrounding and fosters a more positive relationship between teacher and student. This situation provides more opportunities for students to engage in the language learning process actively. In nowadays issue, several teachers have a high intention to create a conversational mode of classroom communication concerning its interaction. However, they are stuck on the learning goals that disallow creating an uncontrolled classroom conversation (Heath, 1978, p. 11). It is necessary for teachers to be successfully...
creating the inexhaustible interaction vibe since classroom interaction considers to be alive as it brings excitement and joys for the students to be a dare in speaking.

Engaging students in language learning activities is indeed needed to help them practice the target language. According to Bonwell and Eison (1991), stimulating a discussion is one of the most typical ways of engaging students in active learning. Therefore, Abdullah, Bakar, and Mahbob (2012) suggest that it is essential for teachers to establish a conducive learning setting that triggers the students to participate in the classroom actively. Many students are determined to speak passionately, yet they are reluctant to speak up (Abdullah et al., 2012). In the current issue, passionate students are not allowed to use their talk in classroom interaction since teachers still dominate their talk in classroom communication. Milal (2011), in her research, found the case where teachers are too controlled and dominated during the classroom interaction of English subjects. The domination of teacher talk should not be an obstacle for students to be more active in participating in learning activities. The excitement of the student and the eagerness to participate in the classroom through these verbal contributions would create a supportive classroom setting (Davis, 2009).

Concerning online class learning these days, teachers may face real challenges—the use of their talk impacts the success of classroom interaction. Students, as part of the interaction, may have various assumptions towards this unusual way of learning. They might have had different perspective of teacher talk online compared to offline mode. How they perceive their teacher talk indeed gives a contribution to the improvement for the teacher in developing and reflecting their teaching and learning results. Therefore, this study tends to explore how students perceive teacher talk during online learning.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Classroom Interaction

Interaction is described as the communication process; it involves acts, actions, or practices of two or more individuals to influence each other’s’ experiences or intentions (Asmara, 2007; Aisyah, 2016; Brown, 2001; Rummel, 1976). The term classroom interaction relates to the interaction between teachers and students in engaging, among others, in a learning activity. Descriptions of classroom interaction focused initially on the teacher's words, particularly teacher questions, and the individual reactions elicited teachers’ response and turn allocation behaviour. Goronga (2013) adds that classroom interaction makes the students involved in the teaching and learning process. It means that classroom interaction encourages students to get involved.

2.2. Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories System

The interaction between teacher and students in the classroom focus on the patterns and system of communication is built and developed by Flanders (1970) as cited in Nunan (1989, p. 149). The interaction analysis categories suggested the basics of structured classroom interaction analysis that are built by Flanders (1970), includes teacher’s talk and student’s talk, which is named Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories. These interaction analysis categories are the breakthrough of structured classroom observation that consists of ten categories of classroom interaction analysis (Nunan, 1989, p. 149). Li, Shouhui and Xinying (2011, p. 1-8) add that it is assumed in FIAC that the teaching behavior of a teacher and learner’s response mainly interact through spoken words as various verbal interactions that present continuously. FIACS has been widely used by researchers in analysing the system of interaction to study the happenings in a classroom when a teacher teaches. This system has been widely used for observing classroom interaction and becomes the basis for many other systems developed later on.

2.3. Teacher Talk in FIACS

In relation to creating an interactive foreign language classroom, it is essential to pay attention to teacher talk employed by the teacher in the classroom. This is supported by Yanfen and Yuqin (2010), who stated that the appropriate teacher talk could create harmonious atmospheres, and at the same time, promote a more friendly relationship between teachers and students, and consequently create more opportunities for interactions between the teachers and the students. Flanders (1970, p. 5), as quoted in Hai and Bee (2006), Flanders Interaction Analysis Category System (FIACS) classified teacher talk into seven types in two categories: direct influence and indirect influence. Direct influence type covers lecturing, giving directions, and criticizing or justifying authority. Meanwhile, the indirect influence consists of accepting feelings, praising or encouraging, accepting or using pupils’ ideas, and asking questions.

2.4. Students’ Perception

Perception is someone’s thought about something that they learn to measure their attitude toward using something, whether they agree or not about the method or about something that they learn (Hong, Ridzuan, & Kuek, 2003). It means that students have their own opinion toward something that gets from the teaching-learning process and how they reach toward it. Students’ perceptions are students’ point of view toward something that happened in the learning process and produce it with suggestions or arguments for teachers or classmates to improve their learning process (Sidhu, 2003, p.15).
3. METHOD

3.1. Research Design

This study is intended to analyse the students’ perceptions about teacher talk through online learning. The method of research applied in this study was qualitative. The descriptive analysis was used to elaborate on the data using detailed information. The data gathered was descriptively analysed in-depth information. The research was carried out during the transformational teaching-learning activities through e-learning.

3.2. Participants

Participants in this study were 36 students from the second grade of one of the Senior High School in Bandar Lampung. The school chosen was one of the best schools in Bandar Lampung. Therefore, it was expected to have students being active and interactive through the classroom interaction. Among those 36 students, 3 chosen students were interviewed to support the data.

3.3. Data Collection

In dealing with the research design, the researcher used a descriptive design. In gathering the data, the researcher used two kinds of instruments, namely questionnaires and interviews. All the instruments were conducted online. The online platforms used in this research were Zoom and Google Classroom. Both of these two online platforms were used twice. The different uses of the online platforms were distinguished by the different lesson plans.

The questionnaires were distributed to 36 students. The questionnaires consist of students’ opinions about how the teacher performs their talk in engaging students in classroom interaction. They are adopted from Putri (2015) with some of the adjustment regarding to the online teaching and learning activity. The result of questionnaires was calculated using Likert scale. The questionnaires provide five kinds of options; those are strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, and strongly disagree.

The other instrument used is the interview. The researcher conducted the interview to some certain students. The interview was expected to give a different way of view in seeing how the teacher builds up the interaction between all the students together in one session of classroom interaction online. The interview was recorded and transcribed to be analyzed in descriptive findings.

3.4. Data Analysis

The data of the study were analysed using descriptive analysis to identify the detail of the information given by the participants. The credibility and dependability were considered in this study. The data were also analysed using percentage and the relevant categories of teacher talk and classroom interaction.

4. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This research attempts to find students’ perceptions of how their teacher uses their talk in classroom interaction during online learning. Direct and indirect interaction were analysed through students’ perceptions based on questionnaires and interviews. Direct influence type covers lecturing, giving directions, and criticizing or justifying authority. Meanwhile, the indirect influence consists of accepting feelings, praising or encouraging, accepting or using pupils' ideas, and asking questions.

4.1. Accepting Feelings

Pertaining to the matter of students’ opinion of how teacher accepts students’ feeling, the questionnaires provide two statements related to it. The first statement says that the teacher listens to all students’ feelings toward anything about the lesson. Based on the result of the questionnaire, almost half of students did agree with the idea of how teacher listens and understands about how students respond to the input given. The value number of those who agreed was 38.9%, yet 30.6% of students in the class decided to give neutral ideas to this opinion.

The second statement says the teacher gives a fast response when students happen to have a question or ask about an unclear explanation. The highest value obtained by this idea is 44.4% (16 students). This notion presents the meaning that the teacher is good at responding to students’ confusion of unclear explanation. However, there is still a number of students who strongly disagreed with this view. 2 of 36 students in the class have a slightly different idea toward this statement. They strongly disagree with noticing that teacher gives a fast response to those who have not comprehended the material well. This situation could be caused by their personal experience where students do not get a satisfying response from the teacher to gain a more straightforward explanation of the material.

The result of questionnaires shows that students mostly perceived that they feel comfortable enough with the way how teacher accepts their feeling by listening to their feelings as well as giving fast response to their questions about unclear explanation. Gharbavi and Iravani (2014) state that the teacher is supposed to make students more courageous to get involved in the interaction by creating a comfortable environment.
4.2. Praising and Encouraging

According to the questionnaire result, half of the students out of the total number in the class agreed that they had the experience of being praised and encouraged by the teacher as they were involved in the answer questioning session during the class interaction. There are nine students who even strongly agreed with the statement. Praising is considered a positive acknowledgment that a teacher needs to give to students (Nugrahaeni, 2018). The interview administered to the students supports the idea that students like to be praised by the teacher. They acknowledged that praising was one of the ways of how teachers valued students’ existence and their effort to be active in classroom activity.

Excerpt 1

KSR : “Saya senang ketika guru mengapresiasi usaha saya untuk menjadi aktif di kelas.”
IF : “Ketika dipuji, saya jadi merasa sangat dihargai.”

On the next statement, sixteen students of the whole class agreed that the teacher often motivated the students to give ideas. Yet, six students preferred of being lack of motivation in giving their idea. It might be occurred by many factors such as anxiety that causes them more doubt in showing their idea in getting involved in classroom interaction. The role of teacher should have taken the part of giving more encouragement in order to build students’ confidence to be more active. According to Mulyati (2013), encouragement boosts students to be more self-motivated. Through the interview, two of students had the same opinion that teacher did motivate them to be more active, and one of them stated that the encouragement comes from the preference of the lesson that the students had.

Excerpt 2

AA : “Yes, sometimes she makes me active.”
KSR : “Iya, guru membuat saya aktif.”
IF : “Yes, I am active, because I like the lesson.”

Based on these two statements mostly agreed by the students, it indicates that the teacher praises and motivates them intensely during the learning activity.

4.3. Accepting or Using Ideas

On the statement referring to accepting or using ideas, half of the students in the class agreed that the teacher gives feedback to how students feel towards the lesson explained. Eight students in the class are confused; therefore, they chose to be neutral without giving any opinion. The value of 16.7% of students in the class disagreed that the teacher responds to students’ feelings of anything about the lesson. The way of how the teacher shows verbal interaction can be seen from how she modifies or paraphrases the students’ ideas. As it is found on the questionnaires, students’ opinion of how teacher uses their idea is still low. The observation has a firm consistency as to how students respond to this matter. From the observation, the teacher rarely modifies or clarifies students’ idea. Students might feel doubt about their ideas, since the teacher does not give feedback on it. It could be implied that students’ confidence might be decreased because of a lack of improvement from teachers to justify their idea.

4.4. Asking Questions

Asking questions is considered as one of the aspects of teacher talk that majorly shown in classroom interaction. Based on the statement that says that teacher asks questions to students at the beginning of the new learning material to introduce it, it is revealed that 28% of students had the opinion of being disagree and neutral. It means that students were not used to have brainstorming to activate their schemata.

For the next statement where it mentions that teacher always does-asking answering about the lesson with students, students majorly agreed with this idea. The value number of students, 41.7% (15 students), agreed that teacher actively gives question during learning activities. It shows that teacher actively conducts the activities involving students’ participation in asking and questioning about the material learnt. The consistent result is gained by students’ answers in the interview. Regarding to their perception about teacher giving questions, three of the interviewees give similar answers.

Excerpt 3

AA : “I like being asked questions by the teacher.”
“Questions enable to broaden my idea and encourage to be braver in speaking in front of many people in the class.”
KSR : “I feel appreciated when teacher asks me Questions. I prefer questions that broaden my idea”
IF : “Sometimes I feel like I don’t understand the lesson being taught by the teacher, therefore the teacher asks me.”

Regarding to one of the students interviewed, he assumed that given question by the teacher implied that he was considered to be confused-look student in the class. He thought that being chosen to answer the question means that the teacher might have a perception the students had not understood enough about the material delivered. Therefore, it causes students’ anxiety to show more interaction in the class. In fact, the teacher initiates to give question in more often, as the result of expecting to create more interaction than conducting activities (Irmayani & Sofeny, 2017).
4.5. Lecturing

The first statement referred in the questionnaire mentions that teacher explains the new learning material directly to students without asking questions to the students first whether they have understood or not. Apparently, the data shows that the biggest number of percentages was on disagree level. Sixteen out of thirty-six students were found being disagree. It leads to the assumption where teacher does not give comprehensive explanation while lecturing the material to the students. She does not function the use of their talk to sum up the previous lesson before jumping on the next lesson.

On the second statement, it turns out that thirteen out of thirty-six students mostly agreed that teacher uses most of their time explaining the learning material. Ten students even strongly agreed that teacher does take up too much time in delivering the material. Flanders as cited in Irmayani and Sofeny (2017) supports this finding by stating that teacher takes up almost 75% of speaking up and spending little time to learn students’ expression. Teacher’s lecture is included in the major features characterized of teacher talk based on Flanders. The large portion of teacher lecturing has been found in many previous studies. Suryati as cited in Nasir, Yusuf, and Wardana (2019) pointed out that most of the time is spent mostly by teachers in lecturing with limited admission of learning process of students, mistakes made by students, and students’ misinterpretation. The interview demonstrates a supporting result to the questionnaire.

Excerpt 4

AA : “She talks too much for the needed things to deliver.”
“Teacher spends 80%, and students spend 20%.”
KSR : “She talks as much as she should, not too much not less.”
“Teacher has 60% portion, and students have 40%.”
IF : “She talks too much not talk less.”
“Teacher is 70%, students are 30%.”

As stated by the interviewees, their statements related to teachers’ lecturing portion are almost persistent. In accordance with questionnaire result and the consistency to the interview result, it can assume that students perceive that teacher takes up too much time talking during classroom interaction.

In the opinion of how teacher uses their talk primarily lecturing during online learning, 17 out of 36 students agree that teacher delivers a clear and comprehensible material explanation through online platforms. The clarity of lesson delivery by teacher is comprehensible enough, even though the learning activity is conducted online. However, there are ten students who decide to give neutral opinion toward this matter. It could be coming from students’ confusion due to the new way of learning that they had just adjusted. However, the students might feel that this online learning less effective enough because teacher tend to give them assignments without giving further explanation.

Excerpt 5:

AA : “the teacher only uploaded the material and assigned us to learn by ourselves, and we were directly required to complete the task. Meanwhile, as the class was conducted offline, the teacher would explain the material first, right after that she gave us assignments to do. The advantage of having online class also comes from the inability to directly interact with teachers and other friends in the class.”

Students also perceived that there was less engagement during this online learning that might be caused by the limited opportunities for students to be more active. Teacher should have prevented this case by having knowledge of the effect of factors on the participation of online learning that will help overcome the problems and provide all students with equal opportunities to get engaged (Lie et al., 2020).

Regarding to the online learning that occurs nowadays, the clarity and comprehensible learning material is undoubtedly comprehensible enough for students to process. Seventeen students out of thirty-six agree that teacher is successfully good at explaining the learning material even though the classroom activity is conducted through online platforms. Keeping up with the online learning situation, the expectation of having an alive and interactive learning activity must be there for students. Twelve out of thirty-six students are found being agree that teacher has been successful enough in wrapping up an alive and interactive class activities. Nine students in the class have slightly different viewpoint in one way or another. Nine of them strongly disagree that the teacher provides innovative ways of learning in online platforms. In building an effective learning activity, students’ enthusiasm is acknowledged as one of the major elements for the success of language learning process. Students might have lost their enthusiasm; therefore, the teacher should improve their interaction engagement and participation (Rasmitadila, et al. 2020). More enthusiastic engagement in online learning would be facilitated by the use of different instructional techniques, including the use of various media. After all, students perceive that the material delivery is comprehensible enough, yet some of the students do assume that they lack enthusiasm in getting involved in classroom interaction.
4.6. Giving Directions

Data about students’ perception of the aspect on how teacher gives direction show that 12 (33.3%) students agreed with the statement mentioning that teacher instructs students to listen to the teacher’s explanation. Whereas, a number of students, 11 students, gave their neutral opinion about this matter. They might not be so assured whether the teacher asks them to listen to the explanation. The data implies that in some cases, teacher might not instruct students to pay more attention to what the teacher discussed about in front of the class. In line with Putri (2015), students assumed that teacher only instructed those who might have a few lesson inputs as she demonstrated something in the class. It can be assumed further that giving direction expresses discipline issues as the teacher emphasizes the students to pay attention more (Amidon & Giammatteo, 1965).

Almost half number of students, 12 students, agreed and gave neutral assumption toward the statement that says teacher always gives directions or orders to students to sit in groups, answer questions, come to the front of the class, etc. The balanced number of perceptions between being agree and neutral might be caused by different experiences of students in the class. In line with Holmes (1983 cited in Putri, 2015), teacher’s direction is indeed dominantly in types of imperatives and declaratives. Therefore, correlated to teacher asking students to sit in a group and other are considered typical in teacher talk.

4.7. Criticizing or Justifying Authority

The other view of students is about the portion of teachers criticizing and justifying the authority. Approximately half of students in the class, 15 students (41.7%), agrees that teacher often clarifies or improves the students’ ideas. It implies that students get the criticism for their behaviour which might need correction from the teacher.

A surprising number of responses coming from the statement mentioning that teacher often criticizes the students’ behaviour. 17 out of 36 gave neutral perception. It might be caused by their confusion whether teacher actually gives the critics towards students’ behaviour or not. The perception leads to the assumption of disagreement, since 11 students disagreed that teacher does criticize student’s behaviour. It implies that teacher tends not to give any criticism to students’ behaviour.

Last perception is towards the idea that says teacher always comments and corrects students’ unacceptable behaviour to the acceptable one. It seems that half of students’ total number in the class namely 16 students are confused, since they gave neutral response to this matter. 11 students agree to this. And some of them are found being disagree.

5. CONCLUSION

To conclude, the results of the research revealed that students frequently agreed with the statements of questionnaires leading to teacher’s direct and indirect influences. The students mostly agreed that teacher used balanced portion in praising, motivating, clarifying their idea during learning activity. However, most students also perceived that the teacher still took up too many times in lecturing and giving questions which resulting to less students’ interaction in the classroom occurred. In accordance with how teacher gives them criticism towards their behaviour, most students gave neutral perspective about the idea of teacher comments and corrects students’ behaviour.

Moreover, related to the matter of online platforms conducted through learning activity, students dominantly perceived that the learning system was not effective enough due to the major factor namely the accessibility of how teacher created alive interaction among other students as well as to the teacher. According to questionnaire regarding to teacher’s creativity, most of students assumed that teacher’s still lack creativity to create more engaging activities. Some students also assumed that teacher tended to make students do the assignments without explaining the material clearly. Students perceived that they got more difficulties in comprehending the material due to that typical situation.
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